
From worn out turf  
to sports flooring

BERGO
BY GREENMATTER

NEW concept:

Bergo Flooring and GreenMatter are proud to  

introduce a groundbreaking flooring solution  

consisting of an impressive 50 % recycled  

material from worn-out artificial turf fields.



• Old artificial grass fields with infill;  
   > 35,000 fields worldwide.

• 9,000 old artificial grass fields must have  
   been replaced before 2022.

• An average artificial grass football pitch is  
   7,600 m2 and weighs 250 to 350 tons.

• An average artificial grass field contains 60% 
   sand, 30% performance (rubber) infill, 5%  
   backing and 5% artificial grass fiber.

• The most common performance infill is SBR 
   infill; granulated car tires

Since the turn of the millennium, many 
artificial grass fields have been laid and too 
little thought has been given to how to 
deal with the fields that need replacing.

Waste per field

21.000 KG

Synthetic turf fibers

11.000 KG

Backing

10.000 KG

PROBLEM

GreenMatter, a dutch company focused on sustainability, is pioneering the use 
of recycled artificial turf in various products. Their mission, which began with 
reducing the mountain of artificial turf waste, has now expanded to include 
collaborations with several companies, including Bergo Flooring, in a joint 
effort to integrate recycled artificial turf into existing products.

Bergo Flooring is a leading provider of eco-friendly and FIBA-approved  
sports surfaces used worldwide. Typically, Bergo's floors are made 
from fully recyclable polypropylene. After extensive testing, 
Bergo Flooring, in collaboration with GreenMatter, has 
successfullyintegrated 50 percent recycled and recyclable 
material from worn-out artificial turf fields. This revolutionary 
circular concept is called Bergo by GreenMatter and is available 
in the Ultimate series in the colour of artificial turf, namely dark green.

Furthermore, these tiles can be combined with Bergo's standard Ultimate  
and provide you the option to choose different colors. The floors are perfect  
for both temporary and permanent use, indoors and outdoors, and are ideal  
for public spaces, schools, activity parks, and sports clubs. The easy-to-install  
floors are drainable and made from 50% recycled artificial turf from worn sports  
fields and are 100% recyclable. The sustainable flooring contributes to the 
reduction of artificial turf waste and its environmental impact.

SOLUTION
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